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• Reading is an essential life skill. 

 

• Learning to read begins at birth.  

 

• Parents and caregivers are a child’s first and 

best teachers. 

 

• Parents, caregivers, and public libraries can 

help a child develop the foundation for 

reading through everyday practices. 

 

Good To Know…  



A parent education initiative that provides skills and 

strategies parents and caregivers can use to help children 

get ready to read. 

 

• Early Literacy is what children know about 

reading and writing before they can actually 

read and write. 

 

• Early Literacy is NOT the teaching of reading. 

 

Every Child Ready to Read 



It Begins At Birth 
First three years are critical 



Five Key Skill Areas 
 Print Awareness 

 Letter Knowledge 

 Vocabulary 

 Phonological 
Awareness 

 Narrative Skills 

 

Five Daily Activities 
 Read 

 Talk 

 Sing 

 Play 

 Write 



Print Awareness: 
noticing print everywhere, knowing how to handle a book, and 

knowing how to follow the written word on the page 

Why Is It Important? 

 Children have to be aware of words before they can read 
them. They need to know how books work--the front cover, 
what's upside down, which page to start on, how to look 
from left to right. 

   

What Can You Do to Help Build This Skill? 

 Read board books that your child can handle on his/her own; 
let him/her turn the pages as you read together. 

 Sometimes point to the words as you read. 

 Talk about print even when you are not reading together.   

 Play a game of looking for letters and words on signs, labels, 
and lists. 

 Give your child a chance to explore scribbling, drawing 
pictures, and “writing.” 



Letter Knowledge: 
knowing that letters are different from each other, knowing letter 

names and sounds, and recognizing letters everywhere 

Why Is It Important?  

 To read words, children have to understand that a word is made up 

of individual letters. 

 

What Can You Do to Help Build This Skill? 

 Look at and talk about different shapes (letters are recognized 

based on their shape). 

 Play “same and different” type games. 

 Notice different types of letters (“a” or “A”) on signs and in books. 

 Sing the ABC song. 

 Read ABC books. 

 Talk about and draw the letters in your child's own name. 

 



Vocabulary: 
knowing all kinds of words 

Why Is It Important?  

• It's much easier to read a word when it's a word you already know.  Children 

with bigger vocabularies have an easier time when they start to read, since 

it's much easier for them to make sense of what they're sounding out.   

 

What Can You Do to Help Build This Skill? 

• Encourage children to learn their native or home language first; this makes 

learning another language (speaking and reading) easier later. 

• Carry on lots of conversations and respond to baby’s vocalizations with 

words.  Books are great conversation starters. 

• Comment on the object or activity the newborn/baby is focused on by 
describing the object or activity. 

• Read books! Picture books are rich in vocabulary,  and contain more unique 

words than casual spoken conversation.  Explain the meanings of new words.  

• Sing!  Songs and nursery rhymes have unusual words that you can explore. 

 



Phonological Awareness: 
hearing and playing with the smaller sounds in words 

Why Is It Important?  

 Children who can hear how words "come apart" into separate 

sounds will be more successful at "sounding out" words when they 

start to read. 

  

What Can You Do to Help Build This Skill? 

 Sing songs-most break words up into one syllable per note. Reading 

works with syllables also. 

 Recite rhymes; rhymes depend upon ending sounds. 

 Play with tongue twisters, and make up silly word games. 

 Pick a sound for the day. Notice it at the beginning of words and at 

the end of words. 



Why Is It Important?  

 When children can describe something or retell stories, it shows that they are 

comprehending what they are reading.  

  

What Can You Do to Help Build This Skill? 

 Ask open-ended questions that encourage conversations rather than yes/no 

or right/wrong answers.   

 Guess what comes next—or come up with a different ending.  

 Mix up the events in a story; make it silly and playful. 

 Read stories without words; they really help focus on this skill. 

 Talk about your day and its series of events.  

 Mother Goose and other childhood songs are little stories; when children sing 

these songs they become storytellers. 

 Three ways to read a story: read the words, read the pictures, or retell the 

story 
 
 

Narrative Skills: 
describing things and events, telling stories, knowing the order of 

events, and making predictions 



Write 
there is a strong connection between reading and writing 

Why Is It Important?  

 It demonstrates early literacy skills, and that they understand that marks on 
a page carry meaning.  Children learn to read and write at the same time. 
 

What Can You Do to Help Build This Practice? 

 Give your child a chance to explore scribbling, drawing pictures and telling 
stories about them.  (Print Awareness) 

 Making lines, curves and circles will later inspire them to write letters on 
purpose. Look at their scribbles and identify letters you see. (Letter 
Knowledge) 

 Talk about the types of writing you do and the words you use to convey 
ideas (lists, emails). (Vocabulary) 

 Children making intentional marks are thinking carefully about the sounds 
that the letters make as they write how they think the word is spelled. 
(Phonological Awareness) 

 Ask your child to tell a story about the picture they drew. (Narrative Skills) 



What Do You Need? 

 Presence 

 

 Time 

 

 Intention 



Cook Memorial Public Library 
Raise a Reader Services 

 Raise A Reader Story Times 

 

 1000 Books Before Kindergarten 

 

 Early Literacy Kits 

 

 Room to Grow (Cook Park) 

 

 Play & Learn (Aspen Drive) 

 

 Writing Centers 


